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Maniac Magee
A heartwarming story about training a rescue donkey to run one of the most
challenging races in America. "McDougall is a gifted storyteller who gets to the
heart of the human-animal connection."--John Grogan, author of Marley & Me.e.
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Wasted Prayer
The Complete Book of the Donkey contains invaluable advice on all aspects of the
care and welfare of donkeys. Sections include advice on buying and caring for
donkeys, their diet, pasture management, breeding and showing.

Life Lessons from a Horse Whisperer
How do you resolve a midlife crisis? Margaret Winslow, an overworked college
professor in New York City, answered a for-sale ad for a "Large White Saddle
Donkey." Hilarity ensued, along with life-threatening injuries and spirit-enriching
insight. Walk with Winslow and Caleb the donkey through training traumas, expertbaffling antics, and humiliating races, and share in Winslow's gradual
understanding of Caleb's true, undeniable gifts: a willingness to be true to himself
no matter the circumstances, to trust, and to forgive. As she and Caleb learn to
thrive, you'll learn the importance of being true to your own pure and powerful self.

While the World Watched
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York
Times bestselling, modern classic in which boys are forced to dig holes day in and
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day out is now available with a splashy new look. Stanley Yelnats is under a curse.
A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has
been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys
build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide
and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot
of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because
the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up
lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment—and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from
Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new
middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New York
Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK
OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS

Holes
A Mother's Love Is Far from Ordinary A mother knows just what her daughter
needsthe gentle guidance of her hand and the welcoming refuge of her heart. This
collection of touching stories from your favorite Christian bloggers and authors will
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help you see motherhood—in all its forms—with fresh eyes and a grateful spirit.
Hear from Rachel Macy Stafford, Holley Gerth, Jennifer Dukes Lee, Wynter Pitts,
Rachel Anne Ridge, and more than 30 other beloved voices as they share their
personal challenges and parenting memories. Whether you're a mom looking for
refreshment or a daughter wanting to show your appreciation, this lovely
compilation of tender and heartfelt stories is a testament to the life-changing,
inspiring, and outright extraordinary journey of motherhood.

Welcome Homeless
One of the twentieth century's great undisputed masterpieces, Malcolm Lowry's
Under the Volcano includes an introduction by Michael Schmidt in Penguin Modern
Classics. It is the fiesta 'Day of the Dead' in the small Mexican town of
Quauhnahuac. In the shadow of the volcano, ragged children beg coins to buy
skulls made of chocolate, ugly pariah dogs roam the streets and Geoffrey Firmin ex-consul, ex-husband, an alcoholic and a ruined man - is living out the last day of
his life. Drowning himself in mescal while his former wife and half-brother look on,
powerless to help him, the consul has become an enduring tragic figure. As the day
wears on, it becomes apparent that Geoffrey must die. It is his only escape from a
world he cannot understand. His story, the image of one man's agonised journey
towards Calvary, became a prophetic book for a whole generation. Malcolm Lowry
(1909-1957) was born and died in England. Between school and studying English at
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St Catherine's College, Cambridge he spent five months at sea as a deckhand, an
experience which gave him the material for his first novel, Ultramarine (1933).
After marrying in Paris, he moved to New York where he completed In Ballast to
the White (1936). Under The Volcano was begun in Hollywood, coloured by a short
stay in the Mexico that it describes, and eventually finished in Dollarton, British
Columbia. If you enjoyed Under the Volcano, you might like F. Scott Fitzgerald's
The Beautiful and the Damned, also available in Penguin Classics. 'A Faustian
masterpiece' Anthony Burgess

Sensing the Rhythm
The author wants the reader to understand, Society needs to change how it thinks
and feels about fire death. When a civilian is killed by fire it is not an act of God,
and when a firefighter is killed it is not part of the job. When there is a fire death
something went wrong. I Cant Save You, But Ill Die Trying: The American Fire
Culture is a collection of essays representing years of fire-service experience
including operations, prevention, education, safety, leadership, culture, and
philosophy giving readers, both civilian and firefighters, a new understanding of
our fire culture. The book reveals important changes society must make to provide
a more fire-safe environment for firefighters and the public. - from back cover.
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The Complete Book of the Donkey
The true story of a loveable rescue donkey who becomes a hero, perfect for animal
lovers everywhere. Tracy Garton had run the Radcliffe Donkey Sanctuary for
twenty years, creating a safe haven for more than sixty sick, unwanted and
mistreated donkeys. But after a devastatingly difficult winter, with sky high bills,
she didn't know if she could afford to carry on - or if she had the physical strength
to keep going. Then, in the first week of January, the phone rang. A donkey had
been abandoned 130 miles away. Rushing to his rescue Tracy found Alan - forlorn,
balding and shivering - tethered up tightly in a supermarket car park. Barely able
to walk on his painfully overgrown hooves, he had been left to die. Tracy ran her
hands gently over Alan's protruding ribs, and whispered in his ear: 'Don't worry
boy, I won't give up on you.' Over the next twelve months, as Tracy grappled with
attacks from vandals and perilous flash floods and desperately tried to raise
money, Alan gradually recovered - turning into a loveable rogue. As Christmas
rolled around, Tracy was too worried about the future to enjoy the festive season.
She had no idea that the shy skinny animal she'd rescued was going to give her
the greatest gift of all . . . Alan The Christmas Donkey is a funny, warm and
inspiring read.

Youcat English
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Though donkeys have historically been among our most useful domesticated
animals—from plowing fields to navigating difficult terrain—they have been much
maligned in popular culture and given very little respect. So much so, that their
perceived qualities of stupidity and stubbornness have made their way into the
language of insult. But in Donkey, Jill Bough champions this humble creature,
proving that after 10,000 years of domestication, this incredibly hard-working
animal deserves our appreciation. Bough reveals the animal’s historic significance
in Ancient Egypt, where it was once highly regarded—even worshipped. However,
this elevated status did not endure in Ancient Greece and Rome, where donkeys
were denigrated, ridiculed, and abused. Since that time, donkeys have continued
to be associated with the poorest and most marginalized in human societies. All
that time and all over the world, donkeys continue to be used for innumerable
tasks, and even today, donkeys are considered to be one of the best draught
animals in developing nations, where they continue to make a vital contribution.
Bough rounds out her account with a look at the variety of social, cultural, and
religious meanings that donkeys have embodied, especially in literature and art.
With accounts that are both fascinating and touching, this cultural history of the
donkey will inspire a new respect and admiration for this essential creature.

Running with Sherman
Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that is at once the story of a
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young castaway who faces immeasurable hardships on the high seas, and a
meditation on religion, faith, art and life that is as witty as it is profound. Using the
threads of all of our best stories, Yann Martel has woven a glorious spiritual
adventure that makes us question what it means to be alive, and to believe.

The Kite Runner
“A touching tale.” —Kirkus Reviews The heartwarming true story of a blind horse
named Joey. At the height of his show career, this beautiful Appaloosa’s majestic
stature, strength, and willingness to work made him the perfect partner. But when
an injury cost Joey his show career, he moved from one owner to the next,
ultimately experiencing severe abuse and neglect. A rescue group found Joey
nearly dead from starvation—and blind. Then he came to Hope Reins—a ranch
dedicated to helping hurting kids who had been abused, emotionally wounded, or
unwanted. By teaching these children to care for rescued animals, the Hope Reins
staff were convinced they could reach kids with love and hope and show them that
we are never forgotten by God. But could the financially struggling ranch afford to
take care of a blind horse that no one else wanted? Could Joey somehow learn to
trust people even though the world had hurt him so badly? And what would
happen—to Joey, the kids, and Hope Reins—if they failed? A true story of friendship
destined to become a classic, Joey will touch your heart and reveal the power of
finding light in the darkness.
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Joey
A champion trainer and true horse whisperer, Dr. Lew Sterrett has used patience
and a firm but gentle hand to earn the trust of more than 3,500 horses.

The Way of the Donkey
On a U.S. military base near Fallujah in war-torn Iraq, Col. John Folsom woke up one
morning to the sound of a small, scruffy donkey tied up outside his quarters. He
was charmed by this scrawny animal with a plaintive expression. Folsom and his
fellow Marines took in the donkey, built him a corral and shelter, and escorted him
on daily walks. One night, hanging out with the Marines as they relaxed after work,
the donkey snatched someone's lit cigarette and gobbled it up, to the laughter of
all. Suddenly, the donkey had a name: Smoke. More than a conversation topic for
troops connecting with families back home, Smoke served as mascot, ambassador,
and battle buddy. Smoke the Donkey recounts the strong friendship between
Colonel Folsom and this stray donkey and the massive challenges of reuniting
Smoke with Folsom in the United States following Folsom's retirement. After being
given to a local sheik, Smoke wandered the desert before Folsom rallied an
international team to take him on a convoluted journey to his new home. The team
won a protracted bureaucratic battle to move Smoke from Iraq to Turkey, only to
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face a tougher fight getting him out of Turkey. Once in the States, Smoke became
a beloved therapy animal for both children and veterans. Smoke's story, while
tinged with sadness, speaks to the enduring bond between a man and an animal,
unbroken by war, distance, or red tape.

For the Love of Donkeys
The heartwarming tale of an irrepressible donkey who needed a home-and forever
changed a family.Rachel Anne Ridge was at the end of her rope. The economy had
crashed, taking her formerly thriving business along with it. She had been a
successful artist, doing work she loved, but now she felt like a failure. How would
her family pay their bills? What would the future hold? If only God would somehow
let them know that everything was going to be all right . . . and then Flash the
donkey showed up.If there is ever a good time to discover a wounded, frightened,
bedraggled donkey standing in your driveway, this wasn't it. The local sheriff
dismissed Flash as "worthless." But Rachel didn't believe that, and she couldn't
turn him away. She brought Flash into her struggling family during their darkest
hour-and he turned out to be the very thing they needed most. Flash is the true
story of their adventures together in learning to love and trust; breaking down
whatever fences stood in their way; and finding the strength, confidence, and faith
to carry on. Prepare to fall in love with Flash: a quirky, unlikely hero with gigantic
ears, a deafening bray, a personality as big as Texas, and a story you'll never
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forget.

Donkey
Elisabeth Svendsen continues her autobiography, started in Down Among the
Donkeys, bringing the story up to date. The Donkey Santuary has now grown to 9
farms housing 6000 donkeys, mules and horses, being Britain's fifth largest animal
charity. Her story is one that brings admiration as well as tears and laughter, with
her stories of tormented animals and their deliverance.

It's All About Him
The Way of the Donkey is an entrancing book that will delight all ages. Learn all
about donkeys, their incredible history, and how people are supported by and
enjoying donkeys throughout the world today. Donkeys were first domesticated in
Egypt 5,000 years B.C. They were the first animal used in service to humanity. Use
of donkeys allowed for the establishment of trade routes. These trade routes
brought people together and allowed civilization to flourish. In many parts of the
world, donkeys remain a valuable service animal for families. Donkeys are also
popular as family pets and more. Donkeys have fun doing donkey shows, pack
burro racing, donkey trail riding, donkey trekking, donkey therapy, and even
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helping out at weddings. Donkeys have also played a role in every major religion
as an animal that provides valuable service. Donkeys have traits that, when
modeled, help people feel happy and empowered and respond effectively when
things get tough. This is The Way of the Donkey. Donkeys connect with friends,
reach out to be kind, build their strengths, and focus on the good. If things get
tough, donkeys stop and stay calm, stand tall, and think things through.

Stay
YOUCAT is short for Youth Catechism of the Catholic Church, which is the official
catechism for World Youth Day. Written for high-school age people and young
adults, YOUCAT is an accessible, contemporary expression of the Catholic Faith.
The popular format includes Questions-and-Answers, highly-readable commentary,
margin pictures and illustrations, summary definitions of key terms, Bible citations,
and quotes from the Saints and other great teachers. What's more, YOUCAT is
keyed to the Catechism of the Catholic Faith, so people can go deeper. It explains:
What Catholics believe (doctrine) How they celebrate the mysteries of the faith
(sacraments) How Catholics are to live (moral life) How they should pray (prayer
and spirituality) The questions are direct and honest, even at times tough; the
answers straightforward, relevant, and compelling. After the Bible, YOUCAT will
likely become the go-to place for young people to learn the truth about the
Catholic faith. Pope Benedict XVI wrote the foreword; Cardinal Christoph
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Schoenborn, the editor of YOUCAT and the Archbishop of Vienna, Austria, wrote the
afterword.

With Love, Mom
On September 15, 1963, a Klan-planted bomb went off in the 16th Street Baptist
Church in Birmingham, Alabama. Fourteen-year-old Carolyn Maull was just a few
feet away when the bomb exploded, killing four of her friends in the girl’s restroom
she had just exited. It was one of the seminal moments in the Civil Rights
movement, a sad day in American history . . . and the turning point in a young
girl’s life. While the World Watched is a poignant and gripping eyewitness account
of life in the Jim Crow South: from the bombings, riots, and assassinations to the
historic marches and triumphs that characterized the Civil Rights movement. A
uniquely moving exploration of how racial relations have evolved over the past 5
decades, While the World Watched is an incredible testament to how far we’ve
come and how far we have yet to go.

Saving Simon
Amazing (Furry) Lessons from a Dog’s Life You’ll be enthralled by this story of a
man and his lovable Labrador retriever, Hannah, and what their canine friendship
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can show us about life, grace, and long walks in the park. Hannah was Dave’s best
friend. He couldn’t imagine starting a day without her tail wagging an energetic
greeting, her body wiggling with sheer gratitude when her food dish was filled, and
her unbridled enthusiasm for tennis balls. (How she fit three tennis balls in her
mouth at once he’ll never know.) So when Dave first learned of Hannah’s cancer
diagnosis, he decided to take whatever time he had left with Hannah to cherish the
moments and capture his thoughts in a journal. As he wrote about his canine
friend, he soon realized that Hannah was an able (and furry) mentor of faith, grace,
kindness, and forgiveness. The lessons were invaluable: from being present to
trusting the master. When Hannah lived well past the expected time frame, Dave
started to see that the insights he was gaining were more than just journal entries
about a family pet. Through Hannah’s antics, God was preparing Dave for life itself.
You won’t want to miss this heartwarming tale of a dog who knew how to live . . .
and showed her owner how.

Under the Volcano
God has a dream for you, and if you will seek Him, He will reveal and guide you to
it. Living your dreams isn't easy. It takes persistence and tenacity, along with faith
in yourself, in God, and in the vision He has given you. In this small book, Jentezen
Franklin gives you a powerful message of hope: you can do it! The question is not
can you dream, but do you have the courage to act on it? Is there a dream in your
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heart? Has life buried it? Have others told you it's too late? Don't you believe it!
Using personal experiences and examples from biblical characters who pursued
their dreams to the end, Franklin shows you how to find and walk out your Godgiven vision for your life.

Made to Belong
What if we are stubbing our toes on the sacred every day and not realizing it? We
are the most connected culture in history but arguably the most disconnected from
the awareness of God's presence. Waking Up Slowly is author Dave Burchett's
personal challenge to live "in the moment" and find the everyday joys he misses in
disconnected busyness. What moments of joy do we inadvertently miss as we
stare at our screens? What performance idols destroy our ability to appreciate
God's gifts? Dave Burchett sets out to find out how life might look differently if he
awoke each morning consciously looking for the easy to miss "postcards from
God." Waking Up Slowly is an intimate, warm, and touching story of discovering
how to more fully appreciate living in the moment. During his discovery, the author
finds regular reminders of daily joys from his Labrador pal, Maggie. Waking Up
Slowly challenges the reader to recognize, appreciate, and celebrate the ways that
God reveals himself daily. Through regular people, everyday situations, cuddly
creatures, and stunning nature, God's presence is real and discoverable. We just
need to wake up to it.
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Smart Ass
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide

D Is for Donkey
A literary ode to peace, presence, and fulfillment inspired by a walk taken with a
most surprising creature. "The demon of speed is often associated with forgetting,
with avoidance . . . and slowness with memory and confronting," observes Milan
Kundera in his novel Slowness. With that purpose in mind-a search for slowness
and tranquility, Andy Merrifield sets out on a journey of the soul with a friend's
donkey, Gribouille, to walk amid the ruins and spectacular vistas of southern
France's Haute-Auvergne. As Merrifield contemplates literature, science, truth, and
beauty amid the French countryside, Gribouille surprises him with his subtle
wisdom, reminding him time and again that enlightenment is all around us if we
but seek it.

So Long, Insecurity
The inspiring true story of a young woman who became deaf at age 19 while
pursuing a degree in music--and how she overcame adversity and found the
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courage to live out her dreams.

Flash
A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided small town and a
boy who runs. Jeffrey Lionel "Maniac" Magee might have lived a normal life if a
freak accident hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and
uptight aunt and uncle for eight years, he decides to run--and not just run away,
but run. This is where the myth of Maniac Magee begins, as he changes the lives of
a racially divided small town with his amazing and legendary feats.

Walking with Henry
Homeless. No other word better describes our modern-day suffering. It reveals one
of our deepest and most painful conditions—not having a sense of belonging.
However, Alan Graham, founder of Mobile Loaves & Fishes and Community First!
Village, is improving the quality of life for a large quantity of people through
sharing his personal story of becoming more human through humanizing others.
Graham believes the more we can give people dignity, the power of choice, and
genuine community, the better we’ll be able to offer solutions that will have impact
on the world at large. And while his missionary work is focused on giving a home to
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the physically homeless, he also wants to transform the lives of every living person
by shifting the paradigm in understanding what it means to be “home.” In
Welcome Homeless, Graham delves deep into what it means to be connected to
God, the earth, and each other. In doing so, he shows us the home we’ve all longed
for but never had. Welcome Homeless is about becoming fully human by being
fully present. It is about finally connecting with the disconnected and finding our
identity through knowing the true identity of others. Graham wants to engrain the
human story in you so deeply that you start being who you were made to be—that
you start finally being like the image from which you were made and start
empathizing instead of sympathizing with the people around you. Similar to how
we can become 100 percent fully human by mimicking the ultimate image, we can
shape a better world by mimicking the picture of the new heaven and the new
earth—a picture that has reality at the heart of it but is beyond our imagination.
Alan Graham also shares his personal story, the stories of the homeless, and the
stories of those whose worldviews have been shifted by the homeless. Because of
his raw, humorous, and honest voice, he achieves a rare and profound universality.
Houses become homes once they embody the stories of the people who have
made these spaces into places of significance, meaning, and memory. Home is
fundamentally a place of connection and of relationships that are life-giving and
foundational. Graham invites you to make everyone feel truly at home by finally
inviting those living on the fringes of society into your heart. This is why Welcome
Homeless is about doing, not saying. It is about taking the ultimate and forwardPage 18/30
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thinking vision of a new heaven and new earth and literally breaking the soil so
that new earth can exist here today. It is about realizing that homelessness is not
fundamentally a consequence of moral and spiritual inadequacies; but rather it is
often the logical and economical outcome for a large part of our population. So,
what does your vision of humanity and love look like? Whatever the vision, it
should look like community. People should feel more alive after they meet you.
When your consciousness changes from one of self-absorption to a consciousness
aware of its human desire for connection, compassion, kindness, and beauty, you
will start seeing things differently—and others will start seeing you made anew as
well because the absolute greatest self-help occurs when you help others e.

The Clinical Companion of the Donkey
When it comes to discovering what you were created to do, it's all too easy to get
stuck. Even figuring out the next step can feel overwhelming: You sense you're
meant to do something important, maybe more "special" than you're doing now,
but where do you start? The secret is: Where you are is right where you need to
be. You're already on a purpose-filled path toward a meaningful life. Join Rachel
Anne Ridge in Made to Belong, a six-week journey to discovering and pursuing your
unique calling. In this study of Habakkuk (an Old Testament figure who looked to
God for direction and clarity about his biggest purpose), you'll dig deep, try new
things, and step out of your comfort zones as you move into an exciting and
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fulfilling future.

The Wisdom of Donkeys
"When Jon Katz got a call from an animal control officer about Simon, a neglected
donkey who had been found on a failing farm in upstate New York, he wasn't
expecting to add another animal to his already full life. But when he made the trek
out to meet him, he couldn't help falling in love with the skinny, mangy donkey
who had already suffered so much, and he ended up taking him into his home. It
was Simon who listened in the fields as Jon read to him and discussed philosophy.
And it was Simon who forced Jon to confront the most difficult parts of life. And
ultimately, it was Simon who brought Jon to a new understanding about mercy and
compassion. In this heartwarming and heartrending memoir, Jon Katz plumbs the
depths of the human-animal bond with his trademark grace, strength and skill."

Make Money Your Honey
International animal welfare charity The Donkey Sanctuary is launching The Clinical
Companion of the Donkey, the revised version of The Professional Handbook of the
Donkey, which has been the definitive text for clinicians and professionals working
in donkey medicine or surgery for over twenty years. Now in an easy-to-read and
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easy-to-navigate format over its 360 pages, this updated paperback includes
current and extra information in a bid to improve the health and welfare of
donkeys worldwide by sharing knowledge and providing further education. Without
covering the same ground as other excellent textbooks, The Clinical Companion of
the Donkey concentrates on those differences in the equine species that are
specific to the donkey. A new chapter on donkey behaviour has been included, as
this is fundamental to understanding this unique animal and the presentation of
clinical signs and requirements for handling, nursing and treatment. Technical
colour illustrations have been included using images from the extensive libraries at
The Donkey Sanctuary, as well as those private collections that belong to
contributors. This book will also be available as translated versions over the
following months. Created with heart and keen intelligence, The Clinical
Companion of the Donkey has all the attributes of the animal it aims to aid, and
will surely be the textbook of professionals involved with donkeys for years to
come.

Alan The Christmas Donkey
The Financial Seasons Coloring Prayer Journal is designed to provide a place to
capture the emotions you experience while working through the devotional
Financial Seasons: Daily Inspiration About Money and Emotions.
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Kingpin
“Readers will be clamoring for more.” Publishers Weekly on Flash Just when you
think it’s the end of your story . . . grace shows up. Sometimes it arrives as a
moment of joy in the middle of despair. Sometimes you find it next to a trusted
friend along an old, well-trodden path. And sometimes, grace has fuzzy ears, a
bristled mane, and hope for a new start. Join Rachel Anne Ridge, author of the
beloved memoir Flash, in a journey back to the pasture. As she adopts a second
rescue donkey as a little brother for Flash—a miniature named Henry—she finds
that walking with donkeys has surprising lessons to teach us about prayer,
renewing our faith, and connecting to God in fresh ways. Readers all over the world
fell in love with Flash and with Rachel’s thoughtful, funny, and poignant stories
about what life with a donkey can teach you. Now, meet Henry and join him on a
walk that could change everything about how you hope, trust, and move forward
from past regrets.

Flash
Faith without obedience is dead. Prayer without action is wasted. What would your
life look like if you stopped praying about God’s will and just did it instead? How
would your church look if it spent as much time serving as it spent praying about
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serving? The truth is, sometimes when you think you’re praying, you’re really just
procrastinating. And when you think you’re asking that God’s will be done, you’re
really telling him no. In times that call for action, prayer can be disobedience in
disguise. Wasted Prayer uncovers the ways we use prayer to dodge responsibility
for the work God has assigned us. Complete with punch-in-the-gut biblical
exposition that will help get you off your knees—and out of your chair—Wasted
Prayer will provide you with the jolt you need to start living like a Christian, instead
of just praying like one. It’s time to stop praying and start doing.

Life of Pi
Alan and Denise Jackson's life seemed like a fairy tale: high school sweethearts
marry young and leave small-town Georgia to pursue big dreams in Music City.
They pay their dues, work hard, weather deep disappointments. Then their dreams
come true. In fairy tales, the Jacksons' material success?plus their "perfect"
marriage, their three beautiful daughters, and their supportive families?would have
signaled a happily-ever-after ending. But real life is different from fairy tales. At the
pinnacle of their success, the Jacksons separated. For Alan, musical renown fame,
and wealth still did not make up for the marital problems the Jacksons had
struggled with for years. And for Denise, building her life around Alan and riding
the tide of his success had somehow left her hollow, unsure of just who she really
was. You don't have to be rich and famous to go through struggles like these.
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Sooner or later, we all come to the point when we relize that real joy and peace
isn't just around the corner of the next achievement, the next relationship, the
next new thing. That's why Alan and Denise Jackson's story isn't just a great read
and a dramatic, intimate look at the golden world of celebrity. It's a story of the
greatest love of all, the love that will never let you go . . . and how to find it, no
matter who you are, where you live, or what you've done. "Denise's story is an
inside perspective on the results of the ups and downs of fame. Her personal
struggles with life's ordinary and extraordinary consequences, her passion to have
a stronger marriage, and her desire to have a closer walk with God make for a truly
inspiring life." ?Carrie Underwood, 2005 American Idol Winner, ACM & CMA Female
Vocalist of the Year

Waking Up Slowly
Since it was first published in 1932, A Frontier Lady has held a high and special
place in the literature of Americas westward migration. Written in the 1880s at the
request of her son, the philosopher and educator Josiah Royce, Sarah Royce's
narrative of the family odyssey across the continent and of their early years in
California is also the portrait of a remarkable woman. In the words of her daughterin-law, "Wherever she was, she made civilization, even when it seemed that she
had little indeed from which to make it."
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Financial Seasons
Children will fall in love with Flash the Donkey as they learn the value of true
friendship and what it means to be a good friend to others.Hee-haw! A stray
donkey with a penchant for inventions is taken in by a mismatched collection of
barnyard friends. Flash the Donkey Makes New Friends is the heartwarming story
of a not-so-ordinary donkey who needs a special place to belong. Flash is the
inquisitive type who loves to invent things and solve problems, but his curiosity
sometimes gets him into trouble! With the help of his new-found friends-Jed the
Goat, Carson the Pig, and Ruby the Chicken-Flash manages to turn problems into
adventures and learns valuable lessons along the way. Inspired by Rachel Ann
Ridge's memoir Flash, named one of Publishers Weekly's Best Summer Books of
2015, kids will fall in love with this endearing donkey as they learn to appreciate
the value of true friendship.

A Frontier Lady
Featured in Forbes, The Huffington Post, and The Consumerist, life coach Amanda
Abella brings millenial entrepreneurs a powerful guide on how to have a better
relationship with work and money. A new kind of view for a new kind of generation,
Amanda has helped countless young professionals make more money and actually
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keep it. By combining her business background recruiting for Fortune 500
companies with her positive psychology approach, Amanda walks readers through
game changing mental shifts and practical action steps they can start
implementing right away. In this book you will learn how to: Create the kind of
work life balance you've been craving. Build a profitable and authentic business
around your passions. Have more confidence in your ability to make money and
keep it. From productivity tips to effective money management exercises, this
book will forever change the way you think about work and money.

Smoke the Donkey
2011 Retailers Choice Award winner! Perhaps one of the biggest issues all women
face is their own insecurity. Beth Moore, one of today’s most admired and trusted
Christian writers, wants women to be free from the insecurity trap. So Long,
Insecurity will strike a chord with women everywhere, as Beth speaks truth into the
lives of readers, showing them how to deal with their innermost fears, rediscover
their God-given dignity, and develop a whole new perspective—a stronger sense of
self. Women of all ages and backgrounds will resonate with this message of
security and discover truths that will free them emotionally and spiritually and lead
them to a better life as they walk with God.
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Flash the Donkey Makes New Friends
The heartwarming tale of an irrepressible donkey who needed a home—and
forever changed a family. Rachel Anne Ridge was at the end of her rope. The
economy had crashed, taking her formerly thriving business along with it. She had
been a successful artist, doing work she loved, but now she felt like a failure. How
would her family pay their bills? What would the future hold? If only God would
somehow let them know that everything was going to be all right . . . and then
Flash the donkey showed up. If there is ever a good time to discover a wounded,
frightened, bedraggled donkey standing in your driveway, this wasn’t it. The local
sheriff dismissed Flash as “worthless.” But Rachel didn’t believe that, and she
couldn’t turn him away. She brought Flash into her struggling family during their
darkest hour—and he turned out to be the very thing they needed most. Flash is
the true story of their adventures together in learning to love and trust; breaking
down whatever fences stood in their way; and finding the strength, confidence,
and faith to carry on. Prepare to fall in love with Flash: a quirky, unlikely hero with
gigantic ears, a deafening bray, a personality as big as Texas, and a story you’ll
never forget.

Take Hold of Your Dream
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This beautifully illustrated anthology contains stories of many donkeys, some of
which were taken into care by The Donkey Sanctuary at its various locations
throughout Europe, others housed and handled by Donkey Sanctuary Teams in
other countries around the world. The book is organized by the letters of the
alphabet. For each letter there are two parts: The first tells the stories of donkeys
whose name begins with that letter, and the second provides donkey facts, and the
people and places important to the development and care of the donkey the world
over. You'll learn about Naughty Face, the donkey who helped start the Donkey
Sanctuary, as well as his companion Angelina. You'll read about the children who
have benefited from the work of The Elisabeth Svendsen Trust for Children &
Donkeys, and all kinds of little known facts and donkey trivia. (Did you know that a
"zeedonk" is the offspring of a male zebra and female donkey?) This delightful
book will appeal to everyone who loves donkeys.

I Can't Save You But I'll Die Trying
Documents how a troubled young computer hacker seized control of a massive
international computer fraud network in 2006, tracing the efforts of FBI and Secret
Service agents as well as an undercover operator to locate and arrest him. Reprint.
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